While Lance Armstrong’s mechanics will be praised and observed to no end at this week’s phenomenal Amgen Tour of California visit, so will the mechanics of the bicycle itself. Taking a Burning Man approach to sculpture-making (Santa Cruz would have it no other way), a group of UC Santa Cruz Public Art students, under the mentorship of Assistant Professor Dee Hibbert-Jones, has built a 12-foot tower of interwoven bike parts and tires, all powered into motion by, you guessed it, a bicyclist pedaling at the crown of the sculpture. This is the only chance to catch this celebratory piece of art-in-action, so while you’re waiting for the competitors to whiz across the finish line, take a look at one incredible assemblage of recycled art.

on Feb. 1 at the grounds of E.A. Hall Middle School and Mintie White Elementary School, just five days after unknown burglars successfully made...
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Transient in Dumpster Escapes Injury
Tuesday, February 3

A 48-year-old man narrowly escaped serious injury, when the dumpster he was sleeping in was emptied into a Santa Cruz City refuse truck on Tuesday morning, Feb. 3. The...

more...

Battle over local surf logo continues
Monday, January 5

Ryan Rittenhouse, founder of Santa Cruz Surf Apparel Co., held a press conference today, Jan. 5, to dispel the Santa Cruz Surfing Club Preservation Society’s current allegations against him...

more...

Most Recent Comments

Tater Famine
Them boys is darn good!

Cycle Therapy
[b][b]*************************************************
This Friday - bike talk, music, after party!
*************************************************
Friday, February 13[][/b]
The Santa Cruz Design...

Cleaning up downtown Santa Cruz?
Janelle, are you the bum fairey? Everytime you are approached by a bum, you give them money to buy cigarettes, alcohol, and drugs. WOW! That’s pretty cool. The bum lifestyle is pretty easy with suppor...

Internet Killed the Instrument Store
Good Riddance to places like Union Grove. Maybe it will knock the permanent smirk off the tired old faces that work their. I always felt uncomforatble there particularly when they ridicule you for a...

Blinded by the Light
It figures Kinkade Koolaid is living close in the Santa Cruz Mountains. The whole Santa Cruz art scene resembles his school- Open the doors wide and then complain about the homeless. I would like to...

Top Stories This Week

- Santa Cruz considers a smoking ban
- Peachwood's Steakhouse has rich history
- Jazz at Soif
- Cycle Therapy
- Bill Kreutzmann beats a hot path
- There's Beauty in Breakdown
- Ben Hecht waxes the Octagon
- Love and Death in the Swamp
- Town Hall with Sam Farr
- Martella 2006 Hammer Syrah
Top Stories This Month

- Cleaning up downtown Santa Cruz?
- Chinese New Year of the Ox, a Study in Calm, Patience & Fortitude
- The Issue With No Name
- The Better Angels of Our Nature
- Saving the Beach Flats Community Center
- Ambrosia India Bistro spices up Aptos
- Blinded by the Light
- Santa Cruz business portal now online
- Urea Levels in the Bay Surprise Researchers
- Keeping food local